Electrical properties of living cells have been proven to play significant roles in understanding of various biological activities including disease progression both at the cellular and molecular levels. Analyzing the cell's electrical states especially in single cell analysis (SCA) lead to differentiate between normal cell and cancer cell. This paper presents a simulation study of micro-channel and nanoneedle structure, fluid manipulation and current flow through HeLa cell inside a microfluidic channel. To perform electrical measurement, gold dual nanoneedle has been utilized. The simulation result revealed, the cell penetration occurs at microchannel dimension and solution flow rate is 22 µm x 70 µm x 25 µm (width x length x height) and 0.396 pL/min, respectively. The purposed device has capability to characterize the electrical property of single cells can be used as a novel method for cell viability detection in instantaneous manner.
INTRODUCTION
Study of cell has emerged as a distinct new field, and acknowledged to be one of the fundamental building blocks of life. Moreover, cells have unique biophysical and biochemical properties to maintain and sense the physiological surrounding environment to fulfill its specific functions [1, 2] . Biophysical properties of cells provide early signals of disease or abnormal condition to the human body, which make them valuable as potential markers for identifying cancers [3] [4] [5] , bacteria [6, 7] , toxin detection [8] and the status of tissues [9, 10] . The conventional method for analyzing cell conductivity is done by population based study [11] . However, the heterogeneity of the cells may lead inaccurate measurement when perform population based technique because each cell have unique biochemical and biophysical properties [12] . For that reason, single cell analysis (SCA) has been emphasized to provide biologists and scientists to peer into the molecular machinery of individual cells. In addition, in depth analysis, more fully described activities of cell differentiation and cancer can only be accomplished with single cell analysis [13] , thus helps doctors to develop a prognosis and design a treatment plan for particular patients.
Electrical properties of cells provide some insight and vital information to aid the understanding of complex physiological states of the cell. Cells that experience abnormalities or are infected by bacteria may have altered ion channel activity [14] , cytoplasm conductivity and resistance [15] and deformability [16] . Since electrical properties of cells have several advantages in cells analysis, many techniques has been reported to measure electrical parameter of single cell such as patch clamp [17] , nanoprobes [18] , electrorotation [19, 20] , microelectrical impedance spectroscopy (µ-EIS) [21, 22] and impedance flow cytometry [23, 24] . The comparison of single cell electrical properties technique can be found in other articles [25, 26] .
This study presents development of integrated dual nanoneedle-microfluidic device in the microfluidic finite element model for single cell analysis. In this paper, we perform the simulation of the microchannel and nanoneedle structure, fluid manipulation and current flow through HeLa cell by using finite element analysis software (Abaqus 6.14).
THE IDEA AND CONCEPT OF MODEL
The cytoplasm conductivity of cell can show the physiological state of the cell which is cancerous or healthy cell due to level of ions concentrations [27] and permeability [28] . The alteration and the movements of K, Mg and Ca out of the cell causing the high permeability and increase the current flow inside cell. Cell penetration technique inside microfluidic channel is a novel technique for determine current value flow passing through the single cell cytoplasm. Our previous single cell penetration has been done experimentally by using dual nano-probes integrated with nano manipulator. The measurement is conducted inside an Environmental-Scanning Electron Microscopy (E-SEM) [29] . Figure 1 illustrates the schematic diagram of the proposed concept. The dual nanoneedle will be placed at a height half of microchannel. Cell will move toward dual nanoneedle by manipulating the fluid flow inside the microchannel. This manipulation will navigate the single cell to be penetrated by dual nanoneedle. When the penetration occurs, a small voltage (1V) will applied to the cell through conductive nanoneedle and the current flow across cell will be measured for analysis. A potential of 1 V was used so as to improve the reliability of the measured data [28] . In order to obtain a significant electrical characterization on single cells, the electrical measurement must be done at the intracellular area of the cell, i.e., cytoplasm, by penetrating a dual nanoneedle inside the cell. To prevent single cell bursting, only a short penetration will be performed. In this configuration, only the tip of the dual nanoneedle is in contact with the intracellular area the cell [30] .
Several studies have reported that biological cells have a tendency to recover from small wounds [14] . Therefore, it is expected that the measured cells are still alive after being slightly penetrated by the dual nanoneedle. The size of the sample cell used in this experiment is 20 µm diameters [31] . In order to prevent excessive damages to the cells during the penetration, the diameter of the nanoneedle's tip is in the range of 800 nm is used. Figure 2 shows the dimension of nanoneedle structure. The diameter of nanoneedle tips is 800 nm and length has been set to a penetration depth of less than 3 µm. The tip diameter needs to be at least around ten times as small as the size of cells [32] . 
SIMULATION
Simulation work is a significant process in every research area which has several advantages such as time constrain, minimize the cost, and safe [33] . In order to perform a realistic simulation, many parameters involved and one must be able to define the most relevance parameters as not all parameters are necessary to be acknowledged. In our simulation noisy and temperature were ignored because these parameter depend on the environment of the measurement. The microchannel dimension of this simulation is 22 µm x 70 µm x 25 µm (width x length x height) with one inlet and one outlet. Finite element analysis software (Abaqus 6.14) which has the ability for multi-physics analysis was utilized to perform the simulation work.
Microchannel Optimization
Microchannel plays a major role in microfluidic device in order to perform an experiment related to microfluidic system. In our design, a dual nanoneedle was attached inside the microchannel. For that reason, the cross section area of the microchannel needs to be optimized. The purpose of microchannel optimization is to allow a single cell flow toward and touch a dual nanonnedle. The microchannel was modelled as 3D solid rigid combined with Eulerian water. Figure 3 illustrates the cross section of microchannel.
Mechanical Characteristic of Dual Nanonnedle
For mechanical characterization, the dual nanoneedle was modelled as 3D solid deformable and 6-node linear brick 3D stress element was used. Gold was utilized as a material of dual nanoneedle because it complies with our fabrication method (gold sputtering and electroplating technique). Density, and elastic properties of gold i.e. Young's modulus, ultimate stress, present elongation and Poisson's ratio, were defined [34] . The model was meshed using hexahedron mesh type and both nanoneedle were encastred (fixed). Then the pressure was applied to the needle tip to measure the maximum force and to sustain the nanoneedle without broken. For rigidity of nanoneedle, aspect ratio (1:4) was used compare to our previous aspect ratio (1:10) [29] . Aspect ratio refers to the ratio between the diameter and length of the nanoneedle.
Flow Rate Optimization
Manipulation fluid flow rate inside the microfluidic channel is a significant role in single cell analysis. It is important to apply the appropriate flow rate in order to avoid excessive single cell penetration. Fluid flow rate in a microfluidic channel, Q can be calculated using equation (1):
where A is the cross section area of a channel and v is the fluid velocity. The unit for flow rate is litre per minute (l/min). The integrated dual nanoneedlemicrofluidic device has a fixed channel cross section, thus only fluid velocity was manipulated in the optimization process through simulation. The velocity is considered sufficient if the penetration process between dual nanoneedle and single cell is succeeded without excessive damage to the cell. In this simulation the flow rate is being controlled by applying initial velocity for fluid.
Electrical Measurement
Single cell electrical measurement was conducted during penetration process. In the electrical measurement, current flow through cell cytoplasm was being observed at two different conditions of electrode gap. The penetration depth is around 2 µm depth. In this simulation, the current flow through the cells is represented by Electric Current Density (ECD). Current, I is obtained by using equation (2):
where A is the cross-section area of cell. The type of element for the dual nanoneedle in this simulation was modelled as 3D solid deformable DC3D4E and a 4-node linear coupled thermal-electrical element. Figure 4 illustrates the simulation setup for single cell electrical measurement. The HeLa cell has been modelled as a spherical shape with a radius of 10 µm [31] . A potential of 1 V was applied to the right side nanoneedle and grounded on the left side. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Microchannel Optimization Result
For single cell analysis, microchannel needs to be designed smaller than the size of a single cell to allow only a single cell is flow in the detection area [35] . In our design, three microchannel structures were tested during the simulation process. 
Dual Nanonnedle Mechanical Characteristic Result
In dual nanoneedle mechanical characteristic, validation was evaluated by comparison between simulation and calculation of maximum beam deflection. The maximum bean deflection, δmax can be calculated by using equation (3):
where P is the applied force, E is the Young's Modulus, I is the area moment of inertia, and h, w, and L are the beam height, width, and length respectively. Young's Modulus for gold is 53 GPa [36] . Figure 6 shows the simulation result of tip displacement when 1 µN forces were applied. The highest displacement occurs at tip of nanoneedle by referring the colors indicator. From the simulation, the displacement of gold nanoneedle tip is 5.24 nm. Meanwhile the calculation of displacement tip is 4.975 nm. In term of value, simulation and calculation result show a high agreement. In addition, the dual nanoneedle will receive impact force due to the momentum of a moving single cell. For this reason, nanoeedle damage factor also being investigated during the simulation process. Figure 7 illustrates the dual nanoneedle was broken after applied force at 17 µN. From the investigations, the maximum force can be exerted to nanoneedle before its damaged is less than 17 µN. These results are comparable to reported penetration force of 1 µN for human epidermal melanocytes that is the only cell membrane without cell wall structure [37] . 
Single Cell Penetration Result
Fluid rate of Deionised water (DI water) in microchannel has being analysis in this simulation in order to obtain the sufficient flow rate value for single cell penetration. The flow rate was controlled by applying velocity for fluid. The velocity will remain constant until the cell has been penetrated by the dual nanoneedle without excessive damage to the cell. At velocity of 0.5 µm/s which is equivalent to a flow rate of 0.165 pL/min, the dual nanoneedle was unable to penetrate the single cell. The increment of 0.2 µm/s from previous was used for another process. The dual nanoneedle was able to penetrate the single cell, however the penetration process need a waiting period off 3 second before penetrated. Then the velocity was increased to 1 µm/s which is equivalent to a flow rate of 0.33 pl/min. At this velocity, the dual nanoneedle successfully penetrated the single cell without excessive damage to the cell. In order to find the maximum limit of flow rate, the velocity was increased at 0.2 µm/s increment from previous value. Based on analysis, at velocity of 1.4 µm/s, the single cell was experienced excessive penetration, thus it cause damage to the cell. Table 1 shows the summary of a fluid flow rate optimization result. 
Single Cell Electrical Measurement Result
The electrical measurement on single cells using the dual nanoneedle was done after the dual nanoneedle penetrating the cytoplasm of cell. Figure 8 shows the electrical measurement of HeLa cell. Once the tip of dual nanoneedle was inside cytoplasm of cell, 1-V potential voltage was applied. The output current flow through the cells was obtained by using equation (2) . The simulation has been carried out for two different gap distances of dual nanoneedle, which is possible to fabricate inside microfluidic device by using photolithography, sputtering and electroplating technique. Table 2 shows the electric current density (ECD) and current flow of HeLa cell. The current flow inside cytoplasm of HeLa cell in this simulation was 46.4 nA for gap distance between electrode is 2 µm. The reported HeLa cell current measurement by using patch clamp technique is around 40 to 50 nA [38] . 
CONCLUSION
This study presents a simulation of microfluidic device integrated with dual nanoneedle that can perform physical penetration and measurement of current flow inside as single cell. The result shows a promising functional sensor in application of medical research for evaluation or investigation of cancer cell at single cell level. Furthermore, the ability to characterize the electrical property of single cells can be used as a novel method for cell viability detection in instantaneous manners.
